MARCH 2017: MINIATURE MONOPOLY GAME

Materials and Supplies:
scrap of thin cardboard (such as the cardboard from cereal box)
Monopoly Template Printie
1 sheet each: text weight paper and cover stock weight paper
self-healing cutting mat, pencil, rule, Xacto knife
scissors, glue stick, bone folder

Instructions:
1. Measure and cut a 2” square from your cardboard. Cut it in half so you have two 1” x 2” rectangles.
2. Print out the Monopoly Template Printie on the appropriate weight paper indicated on the Template
Printie.
3. For ease of cutting, use an Xacto knife and ruler, and cut out all the pieces on the self-healing cutting
mat. Cut out one blue square and one game board (extras are for mistakes). Cut out as much money,
Chance, Community Chest and Property cards as you like for your display.
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4. Apply glue to the back of the blue square with the glue stick. Center the cardboard rectangles on the
blue square with a 1/16” space between the pieces. See illustration 1.
5. Turn over your board then clip off the corners of the blue square to eliminate paper bulk. Wrap the
edges of the paper around the cardboard. Apply more glue if needed to adhere the edges of the paper
around the cardboard.
6. Use a bone folder to smooth the paper flat to the surfaces of cardboard including the edges. Run the
tip of the bone folder along the space between the boards to allow for smooth folding of the board.
See illustration 2. Fold the board back and forth to create a crease in the middle.
7. Lay the game board on your work surface with the blue side down. Apply glue to the back of the
monopoly board paper. Center it on the game board and glue it in place. Run the bone folder along the
center seam to allow for folding and then outward to smooth the paper flat. See illustration 3.
8. You can set your game board up for display by stacking and gluing the cards together, then to the
board if you like.

Monopoly Template Printie
Print the following on cover stock weight paper:

Print the following on text weight paper:

